
We help Broadcasters, Operators and Publishers with automating complex 
distribution problems to intensify their Content Monetization.

Simplify your Video Supply Management

About Nowtilus
Nowtilus is a digital video distribution solutions provider. We offer and manage a cloud-native video workflow and orchestration
platform to process and distribute Live-Linear TV and On-Demand Content in Broadcast Quality. Specialized on Avail and License
Management, TV-Channel Origination and Server-Side Ad-Insertion the Nowtilus platform enables business-critical distribution
scenarios for customers globally.

www.nowtilus.tv



We drive Video Ad Revenue with a flexible Server Side Ad-Insertion 
solution for Linear TV & VOD and create VOD-2-Live Channels on-the-fly.

What is our Ad-Insertion solution about?

Nowtilus Server Side Ad-Insertion - SSAI - offers a

personalized ad insertion service which provides a superior

way of monetizing Live-Linear TV and Video-on-Demand,

both in MPEG-DASH and HLS content streams. Broadcasters,

Operators and Publishers can serve targeted ads to viewers

while keeping highest broadcast quality and preventing ad-

blocking in their Streaming Services.

What are the benefits?

By integrating our SSAI solution, video platforms can extend

their content monetization capabilities with a rich set of

AVOD features. Customers can generate higher ad revenues

by providing personalized streams and precisely targeted ads.

Prior to insertion the ads are transcoded and packaged

exactly like the original stream, ensuring best end-user

experience on all devices. Nowtilus SSAI is a scalable, cloud-

native service capable of handling any growing number of

viewers and keeping the cost under control while your

business grows.

How can it be implemented?

The SSAI solution can be easily deployed. It integrates well

with any existing ad-serving or delivery components as

ADS/Ad-Servers or CDNs. By acting as a delivery middleware,

Nowtilus SSAI wraps the complexity of the ad-insertion

process into a simple API, while providing additional services

like VOD-2-Live Pop-up Channels and video-ad conditioning.

What is the pricingmodel?

We understand that running a profitable OTT service is

challenging. To lower the market entrance barrier, Nowtilus

provides a fully SaaS based fee structure. The SSAI solution is

charged on the basis of your consumption - in this case via a

technical CPM rate. Usage based fees for additional services

such as encoding, storage or delivery allow you to grow rapidly

while keeping your costs under control.

Server-Side Ad-Insertion & VOD-2-Live Channels
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